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The acclaimed National Book Award winner gives us a collection of spellbinding new essays
that, read together, form a jigsaw-puzzle portrait of an extraordinary man.With the publication of
his best-selling Of Wolves and Men, and with the astonishing originality of Arctic Dreams, Barry
Lopez established himself as that rare writer whose every book is an event, for both critics and
his devoted readership. Now, in About This Life, he takes us on a literal and figurative journey
across the terrain of autobiography, assembling essays of great wisdom and insight. Here is far-
flung travel (the beauty of remote Hokkaido Island, the over-explored Galápagos, enigmatic
Bonaire); a naturalist's contention (Why does our society inevitably strip political power from
people with intimate knowledge of the land small-scale farmers, Native Americans, Eskimos,
cowboys?); and pure adventure (a dizzying series of around-the-world journeys with air freight
everything from penguins to pianos). And here, too, are seven exquisite memory pieces
hauntingly lyrical yet unsentimental recollections that represent Lopez's most personal work to
date, and which will be read as classics of the personal essay for years to come.In writing about
nature and people from around the world, by exploring the questions of our age, and, above all,
by sharing a new openness about himself, Barry Lopez gives us a book that is at once vastly
erudite yet intimate: a magically written and provocative work by a major American writer at the
top of his form.
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photographer’s keen eye, a novelist’s sure-handed way with detail and a biologist’s attention to
scientific accuracy.”—Newsday“About This Life is a shimmering window on the richness of the
world [and] the vagaries of memory.”—Portland Oregonian“Whether he is visiting remote islands
or sites closer to home, Lopez provides a sincere look at what is marvelous about his
surroundings, and his book admirably adds to what he calls a literature of hope.”—Chicago
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TheftAcknowledgmentsText AcknowledgmentsIntroductionA VOICEIWAS BORN east of the
heights of New Rochelle in the watershed of New York’s Mamaroneck River in the winter of
1945. In the spring of 1948 my father, a billboard advertising executive, would move us away, to
a home in rural California at the foot of the Santa Susana Mountains in the San Fernando Valley,
far from this suburban landscape just thirty miles from New York City. I would never know why.
Perhaps the move was an effort to save a marriage gone awry, or maybe he hoped to capitalize
on prospects in southern California after the war.For a long time I thought of California as the
beginning, the place where my life took a distinctive shape, but something had already begun.
When I recall incidents from those first three years in New York, some still vivid as a bowl of
oranges on a summer windowsill, several seem to bear directly on my later life, to be
adumbrations. Or perhaps that is only how memory works.We lived on the second floor of a six-
story apartment building situated on Orienta Point in the town of Mamaroneck. It faced onto
Mamaroneck Harbor, an embayment of Long Island Sound. My parents, avid sailors, had a
membership in the Nanhook Yacht Club, which was affiliated with “The Orienta”—a primary
attraction for people who chose to live there.A great lawn sloped north from the building down to
a seawall and a narrow beach, off which sailboats were moored. My earliest memories are of
crawling off a blanket onto this cool, prickly turf under a huge elm. Flower beds had been planted
along the building’s east side, and I remember walking in them with my mother to pick flowers as
tall as I was. I remember the aroma of the soil in summer and the way the bare earth puckered to
a dry crust after an early morning watering.The odor and the flowers’ colors in the garden
attracted me. To ensure visits there with Mother, I’d sometimes line my alphabet blocks up on a
windowsill—our windows were right above the gardens—and push them out. She’d take me
along to retrieve them while she gathered bouquets.I also remember the glare of light on the
harbor and the snap of white sails coming taut in a breeze. In warm weather I was closely
watched like other children on the beach, but I recall wading out into the water as if I were alone,
and wanting to go farther. I could see across to Shootfly Island and the estuary of Otter Creek.
Away to the east, where Turkey Rock and Hen Island stood out, lowlying Peningo Neck
protected the harbor from the open waters of the Sound.Standing in seawater stirred to wavelets
by the wind, my head thrown back, I’d turn slowly to gaze at the towering crown of the elm,
backlit and twinkling in noon light, turn and catch the long horizon of the sound to the east, keep
turning to follow scudding sailboats on that wind. On the hottest days I sought out the shade of
the big elm, but I would go back in the water again to experience that peculiar yearning—to



swim, to sail, to go. I would wait in the water for something to emerge, to appear in that empty
space above its surface.Shortly after my brother was born in 1948, my father drove out to
California. My mother and brother and I flew west afterward in a Constellation. (I remember a
living-room-like atmosphere at the rear of this plane, where couch seats were arranged in a
horseshoe around a table, and going into the terminal at Love Field in Dallas with one of the
stewardesses to eat dinner while my mother attended to my infant brother.) My parents divorced
two years later, and my mother began raising us with a dedication I would not understand or
appreciate for years. She taught home economics during the day at a junior high school; twice a
week she taught night school at a junior college. She also worked at home as a dressmaker.My
images of our first house, when I was three or four and my father still lived with us, are of the way
it sat apart, surrounded by alfalfa hay fields. Our street was a macadam-surfaced ditch meant to
funnel heavy winter rains into the Los Angeles River. It also served as a corridor for heading
sheep to summer pastures in the Santa Susanas. On different days we might be stuck in the car
for either reason.After my father left, not to be seen again, Mother bought a small one-bedroom
house on a half acre of land in the town of Reseda. For boys my age growing up then in the
northern San Fernando Valley, adventure unfolded in fruit orchards and wisteria hedges, in
horse pastures and haylofts, and around farming operations, truck gardens, and chicken
ranches. During these same years the Los Angeles River channel, another haunt, was floored
and walled in concrete, so we saw the last of that river’s natural days. We hiked in the Santa
Monica Mountains and we caught rides on slow freights west from Reseda to Canoga Park and
back. We rode our bikes out as far as Porter Ranch, the rural fringes of valley settlement where
braceros worked the fields and where encounters with coyotes, jackrabbits, and even
rattlesnakes were not unusual.Mother frequently drove my brother, Dennis, and me into the
Mojave Desert on weekends, or up to Antelope Valley or away to one of a dozen beaches from
Zuma, west of Malibu, to Pismo, up north near San Luis Obispo. We spent summer weeks in
camp at Big Bear Lake or with Mother’s friends at Lake Arrowhead in the San Bernardino
Mountains.One advantage of growing up in a single-parent home (it wasn’t called that back
then, of course; “broken home” was the preferred term) is that if your mother is an interesting or
handsome woman, she can attract the attention of interesting men. My brother and I knew
several such men, all but one in my memory impeccable in their conduct and generous toward
us. I remember picnics at the home of a movie stuntman who kept a rambling, jerry-built house in
an unspoiled part of the Calabasas hills, where he’d dammed a creek to create a swimming hole.
And picnics at the summer house of a man who was the gentlest person I ever knew, a
horticulturalist at the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden whom for a long time I wished my mother
would marry. With them and Mother I experienced the crash of Pacific storm surf on the deserted
beaches of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties. I felt the hysteria that came with brush fires
fanned by Santa Ana winds and caught the astringent smell of creosote bush after a desert
rain.In the middle of what was, for me, this intensely physical landscape, another man emerged
who engaged a different part of my mind. He was an aeronautical engineer at Hughes Aircraft



and also an artist. He’d taught my mother painting in college in Alabama and had been her first
husband. After their divorce, he moved to California and remarried. When my father left he
became like a father to me. He drove a blue-gray sports car, an Austin Healey convertible, and I
rode with him swiftly along winding Mulholland Drive above the city and down the broad
promenade of the Pacific Coast Highway with the top down. One Christmas he built a large
layout for my trains, a landscape of papier-mâché mountains and tunnels with a handcrafted
bridge and a scenic backdrop he’d painted.For years I believed my childhood nothing out of the
ordinary, but it was a sort of bohemian existence. Mother was strict with Dennis and me about
table and social manners. She disciplined us and was conscientious about our schooling and
protective of our emotional lives. But I remember no impatience, no indifference toward
imagination. She embraced our drawings, our stories, and our Tinkertoy kingdoms, and she
drove us to many intriguing places in our green 1934 Ford coupe—to Boulder (later, Hoover)
Dam, the La Brea Tar Pits. And she invited engaging, independent men and women to the house
for dinner.The parents of some of my classmates and some of Mother’s friends worked in the
motion picture industry and in television, but I do not remember that their professions colored my
life in any untoward way. Work in Hollywood, like work at Lockheed or other aircraft companies,
didn’t seem any more remarkable to us as children then than farming or teaching. I was more
interested, actually, in farming and in what was done by people who worked astride a horse, a
mysterious and magnificent beast, with its shuddering flanks and high nickers.One unusual thing
about those years was that I raised pigeons. Many of them were tumblers, a kind of bird that
folds its wings and then plummets from a height, only to pull up sharply inches from the ground.
A tumbler then beats its way back up into the sky from which it plummets again. Sometimes a
dozen or more will tumble together, careening past each other as they fall.Watching the pigeons
fly was an experience so exhilarating I would turn slowly under them in circles of glee. They
would spiral above the house before flying off every day, and the tumblers would fall toward an
adjacent field. They’d disappear behind lofty banks of aging eucalyptus north and south of the
house in flocks of thirty and forty. When they returned in the afternoon, I found that faithfulness,
their soft cooing at dusk in the pigeon coop, as soothing as my mother’s fingers running through
my hair.I could not have understood at this age of course, only eight or nine, what it might mean
to have a voice one day, to speak as a writer speaks. I would have been baffled by the thought.
The world I inhabited—the emotions I imagined horses to have, the sound of a night wind
clattering ominously in the dry leaves of eucalyptus trees—I imagined as a refuge, one that
would be lost to me if I tried to explain it. The countryside around me was a landscape full of
small, wild animals. When I walked alone down windbreaks of Russian olives or up sandy
washes and met them, I’d stand still until they went on. They did not seem to my mind animals
that wanted to be known.My future, as I vaguely pictured it then, would include going to high
school in the valley, maybe Stanford University afterward, and then perhaps I would work toward
owning a farm. Like my friends, though, I had few concrete thoughts beyond repairing my bike
and being included at the periphery of the circle of older boys, the ones who possessed such



gleaming, loud, extraordinarily powerful, and customized automobiles.When I was eleven my
mother married again, and we moved back East to an apartment in the Murray Hill section of
Manhattan on East Thirty-fifth Street. I would live there for six years before going away to
college. This change was wrenching: socially, economically, and geographically. I was
bewildered by it—a penthouse apartment, Jesuit prep school, Saturday afternoon trapshooting
at the New York Athletic Club’s Travers Island range, debutant balls at the Plaza and the Pierre.
Gone were the rural, agricultural, and desert landscapes to which I was so attached. They were
replaced by summers on the Jersey shore and by visits to eastern Alabama, where my mother
had grown up. But, for the first time, I had an allowance. And I began to grasp from my new
classmates, all boys, what went with this new life with no cars, where no one bicycled alone at
night to the sound of big sprinklers slow-chucking water over alfalfa fields.I recall a moment that
first eastern summer of 1956, a scene I’ve come back to often. My parents put Dennis and me in
a summer camp on the North Fork of eastern Long Island for a few weeks. Among my
bunkmates were Thom and John Steinbeck, the writer’s two sons. On parents day, John and
Elaine Steinbeck would come over from their home in Sag Harbor in a cabin cruiser. He would
row a dinghy in to shore to fetch the boys and take them back out for the afternoon to the
moored boat. I might have been reading “The Red Pony” or other stories in The Long Valley then.
What I most remember, though, was that this man had come here from California, like me, and
that things seemed to be going well for him. I was having a difficult time that first summer
adjusting to city life. I missed the open-endedness of the other landscape, with its hay fields and
its perimeter of unsettled mountains. And what I missed was embodied somehow in this burly
man, rowing the boat away with his boys. Before I left for college I read all of Steinbeck’s books. I
drew from them a sense of security.Later that same summer my parents rented a house for a few
weeks near Montauk Point, at the tip of Long Island. My father, as I would always refer to him
later, took my brother and me fishing several times on charter boats. As it happened, Peter
Matthiessen—a writer I would later come to admire and get to know—was captaining just such a
boat out of Montauk that August. Thirty years later, crossing Little Peconic Bay to the west of
Montauk with him, in a boat he was thinking of buying, we tried to determine whether it could
have been his boat that my father had hired one of those times.I thrived in the city in spite of the
change in landscape. I focused on my studies—Latin, history, English literature, French, art (a
class taught by the painter John Sloan’s widow)—a standard Jesuit regimen, light in the
sciences. I developed into a fast, strong athlete, and graduated with letters in three varsity sports
and a scholastic average high enough to have gained me entry to almost any university.I felt
privileged rather than deserving of all this. I understood that my Jesuit education, my social and
economic class, my good grades, my trained and confident young man’s voice, my white skin,
and the hegemony of my religion all pointed toward being well received in the world. In my
private heart, though, thinking back to the years in California and forgetting those early days of
privilege at Orienta Point, I felt I was dressed in borrowed clothes. How did I come to be here?
The summer after I graduated from high school I traveled to Europe with fifteen of my



classmates. We flew to Lisbon and then spent two months being driven in a small Fiat tour bus
with huge windows through Spain, France, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, and West Germany. Later
we crossed the Channel and toured England and Ireland. Among hundreds of things I did, I
remember laying my hand on the thigh of Agesander’s statue of Laocoön in the Vatican
Museums and feeling the sinew of muscle in the white marble; seeing a matador gored and then
spun like a pinwheel on a bull’s horn in the corrida in Pamplona; an ethereal light that seemed to
bathe Napoleon’s catafalque in blue in Paris; and a vast cemetery of identical white crosses,
ranked over green hills in northern France, a bucolic landscape lovely, benign, and enormously
sad.In the fall of 1962 I entered the University of Notre Dame in northern Indiana with the
intention of becoming an aeronautical engineer. Once I got my driver’s license I began leaving
school on weekends, camping out or sleeping in the cars I borrowed, whatever was necessary
to see the surrounding country from Michigan’s Upper Peninsula to West Virginia. I once drove
to Mississippi and back with my roommate over a weekend—eleven hundred miles—just to see
it, drawn by little more than the lure of the Natchez Trace.During my sophomore and junior years
I started writing stories that had nothing to do with classroom assignments. I understood the
urge to write as a desire to describe what happened, what I saw, when I went outside. The book
that engaged me most along these lines was Moby-Dick, which I read three times before I
entered college.Story, as I understood it by reading Faulkner, Hardy, Cather, and Hemingway,
was a powerful and clarifying human invention. The language alone, as I discovered it in Gerard
Manley Hopkins and Faulkner, was exquisitely beautiful, also weirdly and mysteriously
evocative.My attitude toward language and story crystallized on a single afternoon in my
sophomore year. I cut a class to hear Robert Fitzgerald read from his new translation of The
Odyssey. I’d heard the translation was brilliant; what was spellbinding about his reading,
however, was the way the audience became galvanized in beauty by his presentation. History,
quest, longing, metered prose, moral consternation, and fantastic image all came together in
that room. The feeling broadened and calmed us. Whatever Fitzgerald did in that hour, that’s
what I wanted to do.I was driven to write, but of course anguished over my efforts. Who was I to
speak? What had I to say? As a college student of nineteen, I was being encouraged in the idea
that if I spoke I would be heard. The privilege that ensured this, however, was the accident of my
mother’s third marriage. It was nothing I’d earned. And much of what seemed to me so worth
addressing—the psychological draw of landscape, that profound mystery I sensed in wild
animals (which reading Descartes had done nothing to dissuade)—was regarded as peculiar
territory by other nascent writers at the university.In my senior year at Notre Dame, at bat in an
intramural baseball game, I took a high inside pitch that shattered the stone in my senior ring. I
left the setting empty. The emptiness came to symbolize doubts I’d developed about my
education. I’d learned a lot, but I had not learned it in the presence of women or blacks or Jews
or Koreans. Something important, those refinements and objections, had been omitted.When I
departed the university in 1966 (with a degree in Communication Arts) I left in order to discover a
voice and a subject, though this was not at all clear then. I floundered in two jobs for a year,



married, finished a graduate degree with the thought that I would teach prep school, and then
entered the master of fine arts program in writing at the University of Oregon. I left that program
after only a semester, but matriculated at the university for more than a year, during which time I
met a singular teacher in the English department, a man named Barre Toelken. He helped me
frame the questions seething inside me then about how justice, education, and other
Enlightenment ideals could be upheld against the depth of prejudice and the fields of ignorance I
saw everywhere around me.Toelken pointed me toward anthropological research which
demonstrated that other cultures approached questions of natural history and geography in the
same way I preferred. They did not separate humanity and nature. They recognized the
immanence of the divine in both. And they regarded landscape as a component as integral to
the development of personality and social order as we take the Oedipus complex and codified
law to be.As a guest in the Toelkens’ home, I frequently met scholars and other insightful people
from outside white, orthodox, middle-class culture. I didn’t consider that these people spoke a
truth no one else possessed; but, listening to them, I saw the inadequacy of my education. It
lacked any suggestion that these voices were necessary, that they were relevant. Further, it
became clear to me in the Toelkens’ home that their stories, despite the skilled dramatizing of
human triumph and failure, were destined for quarantine in the society of which I was a part. I
was not going to find these voices in American magazines.In the years after those first
encounters with senior Native American men, itinerant Asian poets, black jazz musicians, and
translators, I deliberately began to seek the company of people outside my own narrow cultural
bounds. I was drawn especially to men and women who had not dissociated themselves from
the passionate and spiritual realms of life, people for whom mystery was not a challenge to
intelligence but a bosom.The effect of these encounters was not a belief that I was now able to
speak for such people—a notion I find dangerous as well as absurd—but an understanding that
my voice, steeped in Jung, Dante, Heisenberg, Melville, and Merton, was not the only voice. My
truth was not the one truth. My tongue did not compose a pinnacle language. These other voices
were as indispensable to our survival as variations in our DNA.In my earliest essays, I wanted to
report what others were thinking, and I was driven by a feeling that these other voices were
being put asunder by “progress” in its manifold forms.Although I’m wary of pancultural truths, I
believe in all human societies there is a desire to love and be loved, to experience the full
fierceness of human emotion, and to make a measure of the sacred part of one’s life. Wherever
I’ve traveled—Kenya, Chile, Australia, Japan—I’ve found that the most dependable way to
preserve these possibilities is to be reminded of them in stories. Stories do not give instruction,
they do not explain how to love a companion or how to find God. They offer, instead, patterns of
sound and association, of event and image. Suspended as listeners and readers in these
patterns, we might reimagine our lives. It is through story that we embrace the great breadth of
memory, that we can distinguish what is true, and that we may glimpse, at least occasionally,
how to live without despair in the midst of the horror that dogs and unhinges us.As long as it took
for me to see that a writer’s voice had to grow out of his own knowledge and desire, that it could



not rise legitimately out of the privilege of race or gender or social rank, so did it take time to
grasp the depth of cruelty inflicted upon all of us the moment voices are silenced, when for
prejudicial reasons people are told their stories are not valuable, not useful. Anyone educated in
the existence and history of metaphorical expression—Schrödinger’s or Li Po’s—cannot help
but recoil before such menace, such ignorance.ONCE I WAS asked by a seatmate on a trans-
Pacific flight, a man who took the liberty of glancing repeatedly at the correspondence in my lap,
what instruction he should give his fifteen-year-old daughter, who wanted to be a writer. I didn’t
know how to answer him, but before I could think I heard myself saying, “Tell your daughter three
things.” Tell her to read, I said. Tell her to read whatever interests her, and protect her if someone
declares what she’s reading to be trash. No one can fathom what happens between a human
being and written language. She may be paying attention to things in the words beyond anyone
else’s comprehension, things that feed her curiosity, her singular heart and mind. Tell her to read
classics like The Odyssey. They’ve been around a long time because the patterns in them have
proved endlessly useful, and, to borrow Evan Connell’s observation, with a good book you never
touch bottom. But warn your daughter that ideas of heroism, of love, of human duty and devotion
that women have been writing about for centuries will not be available to her in this form. To find
these voices she will have to search. When, on her own, she begins to ask, make her a present
of George Eliot, or the travel writing of Alexandra David-Neel, or To the Lighthouse.Second, I
said, tell your daughter that she can learn a great deal about writing by reading and by studying
books about grammar and the organization of ideas, but that if she wishes to write well she will
have to become someone. She will have to discover her beliefs, and then speak to us from
within those beliefs. If her prose doesn’t come out of her belief, whatever that proves to be, she
will only be passing along information, of which we are in no great need. So help her discover
what she means.Finally, I said, tell your daughter to get out of town, and help her do that. I don’t
necessarily mean to travel to Kazakhstan, or wherever, but to learn another language, to live with
people other than her own, to separate herself from the familiar. Then, when she returns, she will
be better able to understand why she loves the familiar, and will give us a fresh sense of how
fortunate we are to share these things.Read. Find out what you truly believe. Get away from the
familiar. Every writer, I told him, will offer you thoughts about writing that are different, but these
are three I trust.IN THE PAGES that follow, you will see how this thinking has played out for me.
My beliefs will be apparent, but not, I hope, obtrusive. And it will be obvious that I have left town,
or tried to, and that I’ve wanted to put to work what I saw. I’ve chosen these essays to give a
sense of how one writer proceeds, and they are reflective of my notion of what it means to travel.
The order is not chronological, and I’ve not included all the work of recent years.If I were asked
what I want to accomplish as a writer, I would say it’s to contribute to a literature of hope. With my
given metaphors, rooted in a childhood spent outdoors in California and which take much of
their language from Jesuit classrooms in New York City, I want to help create a body of stories in
which men and women can discover trustworthy patterns.Every story is an act of trust between a
writer and a reader; each story, in the end, is social. Whatever a writer sets down can harm or



help the community of which he or she is a part. When I write, I can imagine a child in California
wishing to give away what he’s just seen—a wild animal fleeing through creosote cover in the
desert, casting a bright-eyed backward glance. Or three lines of overheard conversation that
seem to contain everything we need understand to repair the gaping rift between body and soul.
I look back at that boy turning in glee beneath his pigeons, and know it can take a lifetime to
convey what you mean, to find the opening. You watch, you set it down. Then you try again.PART
ONEOut of Country1SEARCHING FOR DEPTH IN BONAIREITHE LAST DAY I spent on
Bonaire, a Catholic Sunday, I drove most of the small Dutch island’s few dirt tracks and
undivided asphalt roads. This short traverse—the island is only twenty-four miles long—took me
south to rows of refurbished slave huts standing alongside towering, blistering-white mounds of
sea salt; out to a windward Caribbean shore to look at pictographs made centuries ago by
indigenous Caiquetío Indians; then to Gotomeer, a lake on the northwest coast where at dusk
flamingos rise up in a billowing sheet of pink, flecked with carmine and black, and roll off south
across the Bonaire Basin for the coast of Venezuela, sixty miles away.That dependable evening
Angelus of departing birds deepened the architecture of the sky, and it resolved, for a moment,
the emotional strain of my brief, disjointed conversation with this landscape. No longer Caiquetío
land, no longer Spanish, provisionally Dutch, Bonaire has become an international hinterland.
Five hundred years of complicated cultural history have produced a subtle, polyphonic rarity
here, full of striking temporal hitches. At a fruit stall an elderly woman in a thirties-style print
dress pops a button of dirt off a fresh cantaloupe with her thumb and waits for a young man in J.
Crew casuals adjusting his earphones to see that he’s in the way. Not long after deplaning, one
easily feels embarrassed for having come here, as I had, with but a single idea: to dive the
pellucid waters of the place Amerigo Vespucci named La Isla de Palo Brasíl.BONAIRE IS the
second largest of five islands in the seemingly indefinite Netherlands Antilles. Sint Eustatius,
Saba, and Sint Maarten (which the Dutch share with the French)—three very small, densely
populated islands clustered five hundred miles northeast of Bonaire, to the east of Puerto Rico—
compose one geographical element. Bonaire and its larger neighbor, heavily populated
Curaçao, compose the second. (Nearby Aruba, long a sixth member of this political archipelago,
seceded from the Dutch Antilles on January 1, 1986, resolving a fractious sibling rivalry with
Curaçao but sharply curtailing its own access to financial assistance and technical advice from
Holland.)Sophisticates on Curaçao regard lightly populated Bonaire as hopelessly bucolic; a
promotional brochure says foreign investors will be pleased by its “progressive and cooperative
political climate.” Lying safely south of the track of Caribbean hurricanes, its mildly humid air
cooled by persistent trade winds, the island is a rocky, desert place, crooked like a dog’s hind
leg. Its landscape rises gently from green, red, and lavender salt ponds in the south through a
bush plain to low, brush-covered hills four or five hundred feet high at its northwest end. It is
without a permanent river (residential freshwater comes from a desalinization plant and a few
natural springs), although brilliant fair-weather clouds regularly stream west over the island, even
at night, obscuring the Southern Cross and other familiar constellations.Before an impatient eye,



Bonaire appears stark and bony. Its early cover of brazilwood and lignum vitae forest is gone,
sold to Europe piecemeal, centuries ago. Its dry, meager vegetation, rooted in bleached coral
rubble, lies trampled and battered by generations of donkeys and bark-stripping goats. Its
coarse headlands of volcanic ironstone, irradiated by a tropical sun, scorch and nick the
hands.Starkness of a different kind arises from a contrast between the genteel manner of
Bonaire’s residents, entering and exiting (light as sparrows) the innocent pastels of their stucco
homes, and the island’s two modern, rigid, metallic edifices: Bonaire Petroleum’s brightly lit oil
transfer terminal in the north and Trans World Radio’s antenna park to the south, a powerful
transmission facility operated by a fundamentalist Christian sect.A fevered search for mineral
wealth and the religious acquisition of souls, of course, form the beginning of Bonaire’s
engagement with the Old World; these subjects—spiritual salvation and the control of resources
like oil—are old ones on Bonaire. In 1513, Diego Colón dismissed Aruba, Curaçao, and Bonaire
as “islas inútiles” (useless, meaning without metals). The Caiquetíos were brusquely sold off to
hidalgos in Hispaniola, where they soon perished working in Spanish “gold” mines. In 1634
Bonaire—the name apparently derives from a Caiquetío term, bajnaj, meaning “lowland”—was
acquired by the Dutch in their search for sources of salt and wood. Two hundred years later
slavery was abolished; open to settlement, Bonaire stabilized as a sort of sprawling hacienda.
People independently grazed cattle and sheep, grew aloe vera and divi-divi pods, evaporated
seawater for salt, burned coral to make chalk, raised horses, and made charcoal, all for export.
This diverse subsistence economy, augmented later in this century with wage labor off-island—
in oil refineries on Aruba and Curaçao, aboard fishing vessels, and in the cane fields of Cuba—
persisted relatively unchanged until the 1970s, when real estate development and tourism
began abruptly to alter the island’s tenor.This latest economic wind blows with a vaguely
disturbing odor—the forcing pressure of big, fast money, the entrepreneur’s heat to create
wealth in “undeveloped” lands. (From an older Spanish perspective, perhaps it’s only plus ça
change, plus c’est la même chose.) A modern visitor from the United States like myself takes
wry note of the fact that Bonaire Petroleum and Akzo Salt, the great bulk of the island’s
economy, are U.S.-owned businesses, as is the fundamentalist station. You see all this—a
strangely beautiful landscape, attractive people, a kind of praying mantis economy—more or
less quickly, in the first few hours. But I did not travel here to nurture a ready cynicism. I did not
make the long flight through Denver and Miami to idealize whatever threatened virtue there
might be in rural Bonairean life, or to feed any sense of irony over the fate of the Monroe
Doctrine in postcolonial America. I came with a single intention: to become intimate with the
island’s undisturbed realm—its fringing coral reef.Bonaire’s reefs are among the most
astonishing in the Americas. Patient divers can find nearly every one of the western Atlantic’s
seventy or so kinds of coral here. Schools of horse-eye jack, swift as tuna, bolt into the dimness.
Starfish and white anemones pearlesce in the lugubrious shadows cast by Atlantic manta rays.
Blizzards of tropical fish swarm over and through fields of exotically shaped sponges, some tall
as barrels. Four-foot-long tarpon, predatory fish whose ranks of scales resemble chain mail,



routinely rise at night from Bonaire’s near depths to swim alongside divers in the dark. Most
days, one can see farther than eighty feet in the limpid, sun-shot water. Among the rare local
creatures I hoped to find were a cryptic, ambushing hunter called a frogfish; pistol shrimps;
glowing fluorescent sponges; and an animal emblematic of the Jovian peculiarities of these
waters, the ethereal sea horse.I would eventually make seventeen dives, over eight days. I would
lie awake those nights, a trade wind blowing through my room, trying to understand where I was.
The contrast between a desiccated land and the rococo display of life in the sea, between
hardscrabble existence on tenuous farming land holds and the burgeoning growth of
condominiums to provide housing for divers like myself made sleep difficult. As we sometimes
seek to hide ourselves in dreams, so I focused those nights on the beauty of the world into
which, come morning, I would fling myself.LIKE MANY scuba divers I had made my initial dives
(after those for certification) in a tropical sea, in warm, clear, currentless waters on the Great
Barrier Reef in my case, east of Cairns, Australia. In the years following I saw more of the tropics
but dove, too, in steep-walled fjords in southeast Alaska, in subtropical Galápagos’s shark-filled
waters, in kelp forests off the coast of California, and under the sea ice in McMurdo Sound, in
Antarctica. Diving regularly on the northwest coast of the United States, near my home, in strong
currents and cold water and wearing a bulky dry suit has made diving in the tropics seem an
unencumbered, almost rarefied experience. The ornate patterns and brilliant color of tropical
reef life, displayed like Persian rugs in glycerin hues, and the sometimes overwhelming number
of living forms in lucent, tranquil water, are enough to make some cold-water divers, like myself,
speechless. The visual impact of Bonaire’s reefs is further intensified by the fact that they have
changed very little since Vespucci’s ships passed overhead. Only large conchs and lobsters and
the larger grouper have been hunted out. Here is a welter and diversity of life still comparable to
what once stunned the first Europeans to enter the Americas.In 1971, as a precaution, Bonaire
closed its near-shore waters to spearfishers, to collecting for the aquarium trade, and to
commercial fishing. The same terrestrial barrenness that once caused the island to be
disparaged (and so left undeveloped) has, oddly, contributed directly to the preservation of its
reefs. Elsewhere in the tropical world coral reefs are significantly endangered—a blight little
known but comparable to that on tropical rain forests. (Because coral reefs occupy less than 1
percent of the ocean floor but harbor close to 25 percent of ocean species, marine scientists
regard any threat to them as alarming.) An unspecified amount of reef destruction in the past
decade, all over the world, has been attributed to a rise in ocean temperatures, one debated
cause of which is global warming. Less debatable causes of coral-reef destruction include
coastal logging and intensive agriculture. Sedimentation from eroded, clear-cut slopes and
pesticide and herbicide runoff from farmlands may have damaged many coral reefs in Central
America and Indonesia irreversibly. In the Philippines, cyanide flushing used to stun fish bound
for pet shops and restaurant aquariums and fishing with dynamite are major problems.One is not
reminded of these troubles in Bonaire. Before coming here I had read several intriguing papers
about Bonaire’s healthy waters. One discussed the shelter offered by sea-grass beds and



saltwater-tolerant mangrove swamps in an embayment called Lac Lagoon, a highly productive
nursery for yellowtail snapper, great barracuda, stoplight parrotfish, schoolmaster, French grunt,
and dozens of other species of fish. Another paper described cryptobiotic marine communities,
so-called hidden neighborhoods established beneath natural coral rubble in Bonaire’s shallow
waters, ensembles of life in which the authors counted 367 species of sponges, tunicates,
bryozoans, and other small aquatic creatures. These communities were vigorous, varied,
resplendent.Provoked by such wonder, ordriven by curiosity, the ordinary diver in Bonaire finds
this complex seascape nearly impossible to penetrate with any degree of certitude. With a
concentrated effort (an enthusiasm admittedly at odds with the relaxed atmosphere of the
resorts), one might sort out the differences among several dozen fish or learn to distinguish
between corals and sponges. But even for a conscientious diver the task is enormous. The
descriptive vocabulary—crinoids, ctenophores (ten-ah-fores), nudibranchs (nu-da-branks)—
offers relatively few images or names easy to recall. Of the thirty-three or so body plans, or
phyla, into which all life is routinely sorted, only two arrangements are at all familiar to land-
habituated divers: arthropods (insects and spiders) and chordates (all fish, amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and mammals). Representatives of every phylum are found in the ocean, arthropods and
chordates minor among them. The specific arrangements of biological architecture, metabolism,
and propulsion are so counterintuitive here, so strange to human senses, they seem
extraplanetary. Moreover, many animals—sea fans, hydroids, wire corals, for example—look like
plants. Other animals, such as encrusting corals and scorpionfish, look like rocks. Even fish, the
easiest animals to identify, can be perplexing—juveniles of various species of reef fish frequently
look nothing like their parents, and other species change shape and gender over time. And a
single organism, such as a sea nettle, may look no different from a colony of animals, such as a
Portuguese man-of-war.A diver in sixty feet of water, checking to see how much air is left and
how long she or he has been down and where dive partners may be, does not readily hit upon
any good approach to these mysteries.Most scuba divers at Bonaire’s dozen or so resorts—
about 29,000 a year fly in, more than double the island’s indigenous population—anticipate
balmy, hospitable weather and plan to make two or three dives a day for a week or so.
Developing a refined sense of what one is actually looking at underwater doesn’t seem called
for; to be able to talk about it in any detail seems, for many, to run vaguely counter to the idea of
a vacation. The experience, principally, is to be thrilled by. The reefs are to be genuinely
appreciated and, perhaps over cocktails, are conceivably meant to provoke. One is prompted to
wonder, for example, what’s happened to this kind of profusion, this density of life, in the rest of
the world? Aside from enclaves of birds in the jungles of Ecuador and Peru or wildlife in isolated
parts of Congo, few undisturbed terrestrial spots remain for any late-twentieth-century observer.
But then one might also be moved to wonder a little about Bonaire. Sections of its reefs have
recently been closed to diving in order to “rest” them. They have begun to show the scrapes,
breakage, and fatal smears of small animal life associated with intensive tourist diving. (Barely
fifty years old, scuba diving has already had a marked effect at some localities. Reefs in the



Florida Keys, for example, have been severely damaged in spots by thousands of dive-boat
anchorings, by the snatching and impact of divers unable to control their buoyancy and drift, and
by divers carelessly kicking out with their fins.)When I emerged from Bonaire’s waters each day,
I would enter in my notebook the names of the fish I had seen on Leonora’s Reef or in one of the
other places where ten or twelve of us dove at a time: cornetfish, smooth trunkfish, yellowhead
wrasse, long-spine squirrelfish, balloonfish, midnight parrotfish, honeycomb cowfish,
whitespotted filefish, lizardfish—and then the crabs and snails, the eels, the sponges, the corals,
until I was worn out, paging through the reference texts and inquiring among the divemasters
who supervised our excursions.One afternoon, walking back to my room from the boat dock, I
stopped next to a frangipani tree in which a single bird, a bananaquit, was singing. I imagined
the dense thicket of the tree’s branches filled with forty or fifty kinds of singing, energetic birds,
and that I had only a few moments to walk around the tree, peering in, to grasp some detail of
each to memorize. I had no paper on which to write down a name or on which to sketch. Then, I
imagined, they flew away. Who were they? How could I know where I was, really, if I didn’t know
who they were? It was like that every day underwater—an unknown host, confounding and
esoteric as the nine choirs of angels.THE REFLEXIVE HABITS human beings must develop to
stay alive underwater with scuba (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) are inherently
risky. They have largely to do with controlling the rate at which pressure on the body’s tissues
changes. Divers who are physically fit and diving under supervision in a benign environment like
Bonaire, and who possess even amateur technical diving skills, rarely experience a problem.
Still, diving is dicey, strange. The stress the human body is subjected to by the change in
pressure at a depth of only 16 feet compares with the effect of a change in altitude of 18,000 feet
on land. Releasing the increase in pressure too quickly can be fatal. In holiday circumstances
like those prevailing on Bonaire, one can be lulled into thinking nothing will ever go wrong—with
the salubrious weather, the magnificent reefs, or one’s own dive technique. It is the feeling, of
course, one vacations in search of.The divemasters on Bonaire cautioned us repeatedly, in a
friendly way, not to dive deep, not to go below one hundred feet. It is not only inherently
dangerous (four atmospheres of pressure at that depth is enough to precipitate nitrogen
narcosis and disorientation), but for most, unnecessary—the density of marine life drops off
quickly after about sixty feet. As much as anything, their cautions were a reminder to pay
attention to air consumption, to the time you spent at each depth, and to your rate of ascent to
guard against decompression sickness, the so-called bends.Few scuba diving accidents occur
at depth. Most happen at the mysterious surface, a wafer-thin realm where air bounds water,
where light suddenly changes flux, ambient sound changes register, and the body passes
through a membrane fraught with possibility or, coming the other way, with relief. When water
closes over a diver’s head, a feat that once had seemed implausible, to breathe underwater,
seems suddenly boundless with promise. There is often little indication at the undulating,
reflective surface, the harrowing transition zone, of the vividness, the intricacy, the patterns
unfurled below.Something, most certainly, happens to a diver’s emotions underwater. It is not



merely a side effect of the pleasing, vaguely erotic sensation of water pressure on the body.
(Doctors subjecting volunteers to greater atmospheric pressure in hyperbaric chambers don’t
find the increased flow of plasma beta endorphins—the “buzz” hormones—that divers frequently
experience.) Nor is it alone the peculiar sense of weightlessness, which permits a diver to hang
motionless in open water, observing sea life large as whales around him; nor the ability of a
diver, descending in that condition, to slowly tumble and rotate in all three spatial planes. It is not
the exhilaration from disorientation that comes when one’s point of view starts to lose its “left”
and “down” and gains instead something else, a unique perception that grows out of the ease of
movement in three dimensions. It is not from the diminishment of gravity to a force little more
emphatic than a suggestion. It is not solely the exposure to an unfamiliar intensity of life. It is not
just a state of rapture with the bottomless blue world beneath one’s feet, what Jacques
Cousteau called “l’ivresse des grandes profondeurs.”It is some complicated run of these
emotions, together with the constant proximity of real terror, exhilaration of another sort entirely. I
have felt such terror underwater twice, once when I was swept away in a deep countercurrent in
the Gulf of Mexico, and another time beneath the ice in Antarctica, when a piece of equipment
froze and a sudden avalanche of events put me in a perilous situation. Afterward, I was not afraid
to go back in the water, but I proceeded with more care. The incidents made me feel more
tenderly toward anything at all managing, in whatever way, to stay alive.IIONE DAY, walking into
town from the resort where I was staying, I saw a man making a wall of coral stone, three feet
high, two feet wide, and hundreds of feet long. The wall would separate the grounds of a new
resort condominium from the public road, Kaya Gobernador N. Debrot. He controlled the
definition of this stretch of space by fitting randomly shaped stones in a rulerstraight wall with its
edges perfectly square. We didn’t speak. I did not stare while he worked but came back in the
evening to appreciate the lack of error in what he’d engineered. He had the firmest grasp of this
reality.No such attentiveness marked the resort meals available where I was staying. They so
lacked imagination in their preparation that after one or two dinners one had experienced the
whole menu. Nothing was to be found under the surface. Seeking an alternative, I began to walk
into town with my dive partner Adam Apalategui, an American Basque, to see what we could
find. Kralendijk, meaning “the place of the coral dike” in Dutch, is the largest of Bonaire’s two
towns, and locally more often called Playa. We located a good spot there, a small pub and
restaurant named Mona Lisa. One evening, after the chef had elaborated in English for us on his
French-language menu of the day, he suddenly offered to make something special, a medley of
local wahoo, barracuda, and dorado, brought in fresh only an hour ago. At an adjacent table he
went over the same menu again, speaking Dutch. The meals he served were set out beautifully
on the plate, distinctively flavored, punctuated and savory. His appreciation of the components of
the meal that night intensified for me moving images of the three species of fish. As we ate I
imagined one thread of succulence tying the Dutch chef, our dives, and the indigenous fishes
together. The chef, lingering with us as he had in his initial description of the meal, meant the
connection to be made, to enhance the experience of Bonaire.In most every settlement or rural



village I’ve visited in Africa, in China, in Australia, I’ve taken a long walk in the late evening air
after such a pleasant meal. Sudden bursts of domestic noise, the sprawl of sleeping dogs under
a yard light, the stillness of toys on pounded earth, the order in wash hung over a line—all
compel a desire to embrace the unknown people associated with these things, as if all the
unwanted complication had gone out of life. One evening, as Adam and I strolled north along the
main road back to our resort and rooms, I ruminated silently, and quite presumptuously, on the
Bonaireans.In a book I was then reading called Politics on Bonaire, Anke Klomp describes the
evolution of a system of political patronage that characterizes the island. (The Netherlands
Antilles are autonomous within the kingdom of the Netherlands. The five islands form a
parliamentary democracy, with parliament sitting in Willemstad, Curaçao. Each island also has
its own legislative and executive bodies.) Among the more interesting things Klomp discusses is
the curious history of egalitarian society here. Because it could never support banana, sugar,
coffee, cotton, or tobacco plantations, Bonaire never developed either a class of gentlemen
planters or an agrarian working class. As a result, social distinctions based on ownership of
land, on race or ethnicity, remained relatively unimportant, as they did not in the rest of the
Caribbean. (The building of oil refineries on Curaçao and Aruba early in the twentieth century
brought an influx of North American and European managers and divided those previously
analogous societies more sharply along racial and class lines.) Bonaire exports very little today
save salt (much of it bound for the northeastern United States, for use on winter roads); and it is
without an agricultural or manufacturing base. Since all goods must therefore be imported, and
because government is the major importer, politicians on Bonaire are in effect, in Klomp’s
phrase, “ ‘gatekeepers’ par excellence.” Further, since Bonaire’s population is small, the
imposing personality of a single politician can have a major impact on political expression on the
island.
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recommend this book enough!”
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one of my all time favourite authors....I chose this book and another one, after discovering Arctic
Dreams which I chanced on browsing in a second handbook shop.Amazon is very useful but it
can never replicate the serendipitous, haphazard experience of just chancing on a wonderful
new writer.”



Rob Atkins, “Incisive. Lopez writes beautifully, whatever the subject may be. This collection of
wide-ranging essays I found captivating; fortunately, there are other titles by this master of the
essay to explore. Time with a barry Lopez book is time very well spent.”
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